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D fi iti
Definition
• Phase I or first‐in‐human study are designed to
determine the dose and schedule of an
investigational agents and/or drug.
• Early drug development trials in cancer medicine
are designed to assess new therapies in a rapid
and efficient manner.

1 Toxicity
1.
• Definition of dose‐limiting toxicity (DLT)
• Determination of the maximum‐tolerated dose
(MTD)
• Determination of the recommended dose for
f
future
phase
h
II studies
d (RD2)
(
)

Dose Limiting Toxicity (DLT)
Dose‐Limiting
• Maximally administered
dose (MAD)

Redefine DLT for MTA

• Previously defined

• Continuous

• Only in first cycle

• Longer time to evaluate
the tolerance

• Standarised criteria (NCI
CTCAE classification))

• Different toxicity profile

• Need to standarise
criteria
it i (Le Tourneau, EJC
2011)

What is the recommended dose
for MTA?
• Highly specific mechanisms of action
• Inhibition
I hibiti off th
the molecular
l
l ttargett may
occur at dose levels substantially below
those producing dose limiting toxicities
• Toxicity may not be sufficient to
determine the recommended dose for
MTA
Hypothetical dose-effect curves for the
therapeutic and toxic effects of
:A) conventional cytotoxic agent
B) MTA

Fox E et al. The Oncologist 2002;7:401-409

Can OBD replace MTD?
• Optimal
O ti l biological
bi l i l dose
d
(OBD)
(OBD):
– dose that reliably inhibits a drug target or achieves a target
plasma
l
concentration
t ti
• Rarely well‐defined biologically active dose
• Optimal dose selection for targeted cancer agents needs to be
evaluated using all available information ( multiple endpoints)
• May need to be deferred until randomized phase II trials can
be conducted ( testing diferent range of doses)

2 Pharmacodynamic biomarkers
2.
• Biological variables that are measured by molecular, biochemical or
imaging and allow us to determine whether the molecular target
h been
has
b
modulated
d l t d by
b the
th drug
d
• Can be extracted from tumoral tissue, serum, healthy tissue,
mononuclear cells or from imaging techniques
• Determination of MTD does not necessarely define the RD
– MTA do
d nott necessarily
il need
d to
t be
b administered
d i i t d att their
th i maximum
i
d
dose
t
to
induce maximal efficacy (imatinib, temsorilimus, avastin)

• Need for identifying PD biomarkers with the difficulty to
incorporate these exploratory analyses in early clinical trials

.
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Problems
• Common heterogeneity of patients and tumours
• Target modulation does not necessarily translate into a
response (threshold unknown, rarely accurately determined
from preclinical studies )
• Difficult validation of laboratory assays (purely exploratory)
• The need for biopsies raises logistic and ethical issues
• Unclear their importance in FDA approval (S Percy Ivy CCR 2010)
• Only can be validated in phase III randomised trials

3 Pharmacokinetics endpoints
3.
• TTo examine
i the
h absorption,
b
i
di ib i
distribution,metabolism,
b li
and
d excretion
i
of a drug under investigation
• Correlated with outcome measures, such as the severity of
common toxic effects and clinical benefit
• Exposure which is considered to be safe and effective
– Based on information available on PK/PD
/ relationship
p

• Help to develop dosing and schedule recomendations
• Stop dose escalation (Parulekar WR 2004, Le Tourneau 2009)

Problems
• Proof that target plasma concentration is
associated with target inhibition in patients
• Limited ability of preclinical models to predict the
human pharmacokinetic behaviour
• Interpatient and intrapatient variability

4 Antitumor activity
4.
• Secondary objective?
• Low response rates
– Progession‐free survival
– Clinical benefit rate ( SD+OR)

• Non selected population
p p
– Enrichment strategies
• Selected on a predictive biomarker (BCR/ABL, BRAC, PTCH1 or SMO‐mutated)
• Do not interrupt dose escalation

– Few MTA with FDA approval predicated on biomarker status (S. Percy CCR 2010)

• Clinical benefit not related to dose ( S Postel‐Vinay BJC

2009)

• Evaluation of efficacy endpoints at a fixed time ( 2‐3 months)

Objectives of phase 1 clinical trials for MTA.

Ivy S P et al. Clin Cancer Res 2010;16:1726-1736

Phase I design:
Choice of dose escalation method
• Patients received a low dose of the new medication
(Starting dose)
• Rapid escalation when no evidence of significant toxicity
• Moderate escalation when evidence of significant toxicity
• Minimise patients treated at subtherapeutical dosis
• Speed recruitment
• Traditional 3+3 design

Standard phase 1 cohort expansion design used to determine dose based on toxicity rate.

Ivy S P et al. Clin Cancer Res 2010;16:1726-1736

Theoretical main advantages and drawbacks of dose escalation methods
for phase I cancer clinical trials
Dose escalation method

Advantages

Drawbacks

Traditional 3+3 design

−Easy to implement and safe
−Provide some data on PK interpatient variability

−Many patients treated at subtherapeutic doses
−Slow dose escalation
−Uncertainty about the RP2D
−Only the result from the current dose is used for
determining the dose of next cohort of patients.
Information on other doses is ignored.
ignored

Accelerated titration designs (ATD)

−More rapid dose escalation
−May expose a greater proportion of patients at
higher doses

−Intrapatient dose escalation may mask cumulative or
delayed toxicities
−Difficult interpretation of the results when
intrapatient dose escalation is allowed
−Uncertainty about the RP2D

Pharmacologically guided dose escalation (PGDE)

−More rapid dose escalation
−Provide some data on PK interpatient variability

−Need to obtain real‐time PK results
−Interpatient variablility may hamper the dose
escalation

−Target toxicity level is explicitly defined
−More rapid dose escalation
−Use all available information from all patients
−Estimate of the RP2D with a confidence interval
−Take into account late‐onset toxicities (TITE‐CRM)
−Take into account both toxicity and efficacy (EffTox +
TriCRM)

−Need to have a prior guess of the RP2D
−Computations after each patient or cohort of
patients
−Need real‐time biostatistical support/software for
dose escalation decisions (can be advantage!)

Rule‐based designs

Model‐based designs

Continual reassessment method (CRM)
+
Escalation with overdose control (EWOC)
+
Time‐to‐event CRM (TITE‐CRM)
+
EffTox + TriCRM

LeTourneau 2008 PK: Pharmacokinetic; RP2D: Recommended phase II dose

Challenges
g
• C
Currently
tl only
l 5 % off the
th investigational
i
ti ti
l new drug
d
(IND) applications to the FDA result in clinically
approved agents
• Limited
Li i d resources
How to improve the success rate?
H
How
tto speed
d th
the clinical
li i l development?
d
l
t?

Phase 0 trials
• Using very low doses of a study drug in small number of
patients during a period of time
– Definition of a pharmacodynamically effective dose during a
time‐limited exposure to the drug on tumour or surrogate tissue

• Reduced requirements for preclinical toxicology
– Allow to begin phase I at a higher, potentially more efficacious
dose
– More limited and rationally focused schedule (Pk information)
– Expedited entry into the clinic

What are phase 0 trials for?
• Assessing a qualified PD analytic assay
• Allow for early termination ( “fail
fail early
early, fail fast”)
fast )
• Do not replace phase I trials which are conducted
to define RP2D.
• Will not eliminate the need for phase 2 trials
• Accelerate regulatory approval for a specific
indication

Take home message:
g
improving the scenario
• Better knowledge of tumour biology
• Closed collaboration between basic and clinician researches
• Identification of p
predictive and p
pharmacodynamic
y
biomarkers
• Clinical trials with combined end points (efficacy and toxicity)
• Innovative dose escalation design
Improving the efficiency and success
of subsequent clinical development

“The final
“Th
fi l selection
l i off an optimal
i l dose
d
for further efficacy testing must be made
after a thorough review of the entirety
of pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic,
biomarker, biological and clinical activity”

Workman P 2003

